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About This Game

Dragons Never Cry is casual action/adventure telling story of the brave little dragon treasure-hunter who has to become monster-
hunter.

Gameplay is mostly exploration and treasure hunting with some combat (zombie-rabbits!) and puzzles.
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Title: Dragons Never Cry
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
FireVector
Publisher:
FireVector
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core-i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Russian,French,German
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dragons never cry gameplay. dragons never cry. dragons never cry steam

Why get a life when you can take one?. Brings me back to 2008 when me and my relatives played co-op on 1 PC, it lasted for 3
days without any pauses.

Great stuff, sadly the RTS genre is dying. The G18 handgun opts for the spray and pray tactic with its relatively low damage but
insane fire rate and magazine size. These specifications could make it ideal for a newcomer in the campaign, but there is a small
problem: the earliest point to unlock it is right before the final boss.
Unless you buy this DLC, which gives you a special version in Episode 2.

In Raid mode, the special G18 is kind of a mixed bag. Its four custom part slots and zero recoil can turn it into a good fake
machinegun, but even with its bonus part slots, it will never reach the damage\/second value of a real one.

The Raid-exclusive gun part is a mixture of life siphoning and money drop bonus, both of which are normally earned on the
latest stages. Since players can have access to them at the start with this DLC, they can get a small but still considerable edge in
the first two level sets, especially while learning the individual levels.. All my life I dreamed of having my own pornography
business. This game gave me this opportunity)
This is a game in which you can become the owner of a porn studio.

In the game it is necessary to develop from scratch our studio, having starting capital, some bonuses from the level of
complexity and freedom to choose the location of the office.
Next we will have to hire actors and take down your first scene, which will bring you money. Gradually, you will open various
features that are hidden.

This game was pretty good. Of course, it's inferior to some of my favorites of this genre, but it's interesting and exciting to play..
Super casual puzzle game with a nice VR integration. If you loved trains as a child there is an added sentiment bonus on top of
that.. After the first 5 minutes there's no more content, everything that can be done fits in 5 minutes.. I love this game and i
really wish for a sequel. Does not work for IL-2 : Battle of Stalingrad.

It essentially jolts around and works when it wants to. I did try to play around with the settings and adjust it, to give this software
a chance but it has a mind of it's own. I also followed all instructions on the developers steam community guides.
 I'm sure for other games it has the potential to be outstanding once you get it working, but for IL-2 BoS it won't work. Can't lie
it was disappointing that it does it's own thing.

Refunded.

+rep to steam for being fair and refunding, good customer service.. It has a quite complex story, but the presentation is weak......

Not really bad, but it could be better!
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I REALLY ENJOYED THIS GAME AND FOUND THE DIFFICULTY LEVEL JUST ABOUT RIGHT. THE GAME IS
VERY MUCH IN THE MIGHT AND MAGIC STYLE. AS A GAMER BROUGHT UP ON DUNGEON MASTER AND
THE OLD D AND D CLASSICS ON THE AMIGA THIS WAS A REAL TREAT. A BLAST FROM THE PAST BUT WELL
WORTH PLAYING. THE ENDING IS SLIGHTLY TOO EASY AND THE GRAPHICS ARE A LITTLE DATED.
HOWEVER HIGHLY RECOMMENDED ESPECIALLY FOR A FIVER. IN TOTAL THE GAME TOOK ME ABOUT 35
HOURS.. Doesn't work. Application won't run on screen for more than a second.. Just one little single map in campaign
added(hard as hell too). I expected at least 10 new maps. One of the worst dlc's I ever played.
Desreption of the dlc is false. They added shards that can be combined into tokens(on the already existing cards - yes, you do
the same cards again) and they added new enemies with goblins and with one major boss(goblin prince) and a goblin
companion.
This is worth, if the price is 1$. Just don't waste your time and money on this ''dlc''.. This new feature of choosing into what u
can upgrade your units is incredible! It makes you think even more about your tactics on the battlefield. These new types of
synergy between units is also so well-produced that I'm having no idea why this game is not being played more than default
version of Heroes V.
The only bad feature this game has, as it had also in a HoF chapter, - campaign is so boring and not interesting comparing to the
first chapter of Heroes V - they should've thought about it more.
In terms of gameplay and new HoMM features this game is totally worth its cost, enjoy!. This game doesn't launch from Steam -
don't waste your money.. The most laughs I've had while playing a game in a long while.. Great game ! . Really want to play but
have to get back with Dota2 . As a students , this game takes me so much time to training skill and level. Very fun and easy to
play game with short gameplay time. The theme as mentioned in other reviews, is not "mainstream" but it is still very
interesting. I myself had fun messing with the concepts the game presents about breeding plants. If you want a short casual game
that entertain yourself this is a good one. And if you happen to like plants than you definitively will like to try this one.. So, to
start off with, I find this incredibly difficult to get my head around. The control scheme is... frustrating, to say the least. I have
no idea what I am doing, and the first impressions are critical. If there was a more comprehensive tutorial then it wouldn't be a
problem as I can see from the videos just how much potential this has. So I wont downvote because I am sure that in time this
game will be fantastic. I can already tell just how immersive this will be and just how relaxing it will be. I just need a way to see
how to do things easier! Thanks for this release though, a really great idea!

Dragons Never Cry - build#510:
Changes:

added ability to select screen-mode (windowed-fullscreen, windowed, 'real' fullscreen) and resolution;

resolved collision-related issue in 'Forest-2' level;

improved gamepad support in UI/menus;

. Dragons Never Cry - build#512:
Changes:

 added gamepad-deadzone setting

 tweaked player-character movement

. Dragons Never Cry - build#516:
This is maintenance update:

 resolved issue with mouse, when mouse cursor become "locked" in smaller area of screen

 tweaked mouse cursor size (was too small on high-DPI dcreens)

 resolved small (but annoying) gameplay related issues with collision on levels
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. Dragons Never Cry - Other World:

Work on kinda-sequel is started.
This new game will more like action-RPG, a bit more 'mature'.
Working title is "Dragons Never Cry : Other World".

Anyone interested can watch progress and discuss at
 discord server[discord.gg].. Dragons Never Cry - build#517:
This is maintenance update:

 fixed bug with destructable totem (of Forest levels)

 fixed bug om level-completion settings (which prevented getting 5-star rating for Forest-03 level)

 corrected level-completion achievement logic (achievements for completing Forest-01 couldn't be earned)
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